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I. INTRODUCTION:

This paper presents a number of options for a pay for performance plan
to award non-base-buildinq bonuses to state employees performing super-
ior work.

In recommending a bonus plan, the Commission should consider a number
of factors: Who is covered by the bonus plan; how it is to be piloted;
the size of the bonuses; how many and how often bonuses are awarded;
the total budget for pay for performance; how the bonuses are distributed
and who gets them; and procedures for insuring the plan does not exceed
the budgeted amount.

II. Plan Coverage

As noted in Staff Report No. 11, the state presently has a statutory
duty to bargain collectively over changes to the state pay plan affecting
members of collective bargaining units. A pay for performance program
must, consequently, either be bargained, or confined to unorganized em-
ployees, or excluded from bargaining. More specific options for plan
coverage are:

Option 1 : Establish a pay for performance plan that would be implemented
only for unorganized personnel. (This option would treat or-

ganized and unorganized employees in the same grades differently.)

Option 2 : Establish a pay for performance plan that would be applied only
to the higher graded and unorganized positions. (This option
would treat all employees within a grade similarly but deny
program participation to employees in lower grades.)

Option 3 : Direct the Labor Relations Bureau to attempt to negotiate a

pay for performance plan (consistency between units would be

next to impossible to attain).

Option 4 : Establish a pay for performance plan by statute for all employ-

ees under the state matrix and remove this plan and its appli-

cation from the list of mandatory subjects of bargaining.

Option 5 : Establish the existence of a pay for performance plan by stat-

ute but allow collective bargaining to govern its application

for unit personnel

.

III. Pilot procedures.

Compensation specialists consistently warn against implementing hastely

designed pay for performance programs. To increase the likelihood of

success, one of the following pilot options could be adopted.
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Option 6 : Pilot and evaluate the performance based bonus plan for all

covered employees in two departments - a large and a smaller
one.

Option 7 : Conduct a dry run and evaluation of the pay for performance
plan for all covered employees for one biennium. During this

dry run, non-monetary awards would be granted using the same
rules and procedures which would later distribute cash bonuses.

Option 8 : Pilot and evaluate the performance based bonus plan with man-
agement employees only for a biennium.

IV. Pay for Performance Budget and Distribution

The size of a pay for performance plan can be decided in terms of the
number and size of individual awards, which collectively set the total
budget; or a total budget can be established and distributed in a way
that provides more flexibility without budget overruns.

Options with more detailed suboptions for implementating these approaches
are as follows:

Option 9 : Establish a number of fixed bonus amounts for various grades
and the percentage of employees who may receive them.

Two examples - the first depicting a more desirable plan, the second an

economy plan, are presented below.

Assumptions :

Both plans distribute two sizes or levels of bonuses - 20% of
employees (those above standard) receive the smaller (level I)

bonuses; 10% (those who are outstanding) receive the larger
(level II) bonuses. These percentages were selected to reflect
the percentage of employees who could be expected to be above
standard and outstanding and to best satisfy the objective of
motivating as many employees as possible. Limiting bonuses to

the top 10-15% of employees would put them too clearly out of
the reach of average employees and consequently preclude them
from acting as motivators for the bulk of employees.

See Page 3 for examples depicting suboptions,
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Distribution Schedule :

The above bonus could be distributed once per year or halved and

distributed twice per year. While more frequent distribution would

have greater motivational impact, halving the size of the bonus could

decrease their impact and would be particularly undesirable for the

economy plan.

Variations of the fixed bonuses/fixed percentage of employees model :

Fixed bonuses can also be set as a fixed percentage of base salary or

as a fixed number of hours of pay at an employees normal rate. For
example, two levels of bonus could be set at 40 hours of pay and 30

hours of pay. An employee normally making $9.00 an hour could receive
a bonus of $360 or $270 depending on his level of superior performance.

While these options preclude exact cost projections, they permit an

accurate estimate. (The estimate would be the cost of providing the
established percentage of employees in each grade with a fixed percentage
of the average salary or a fixed number of hours of the average hourly
pay rate for the grade.)

Advantages :

This general option is relatively simple to understand and administer
and allows accurate budget projections.

Disadvantages :

A major disadvantage of limiting the number of bonuses to a fixed per-

centage of employees is that it forces supervisors to evaluate their

employees according to a preset distribution. These pre-set limits may
or may not reflect the actual performance of the employee group.

Implications for Organized Employees :

The fixed bonus/fixed % of employees model would affect organized em-

ployees in various ways depending on which option for plan coverage
is adopted.

Aside from Option 4 which would impose a performance based bonus plan

on organized employees (regardless of design) the options for plan
coverage in combination with option 9 would have the following impli-

cations:

Options 1 and 2, removing organized employees from coverage, v/ould

deny these employees bonuses.

Option 3 would likely result in very different sized bonuses and dis-

tribution patterns by units.
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Option 5 would impose the bonus size and percentage of employees to
receive it on organized employees but permit bargaining of distribu-
tion to individual employees - a performance appraisal system.

Although some variation in performance appraisal systems for groups
of employees would probably be workable, permitting distribution for
purposes other than performance - such as longevity - would defeat
the purpose of the program.

Option 10 : Establish a fixed bonus pay budget, usually a percentage
of the personnel services budget (1%, approximately 2,000,000; .75°',

approximately 1,500,000; .50%, approximately 1,000,000 etc.), and
distribute it according to one of the following suboptions.

Sub-Option lOA : Distribution According to Department of Administration
Rules

Under this suboption the Department of Administration would be responsi-
ble not only for issuing rules establishing performance appraisal stan-
dards and denying funds to agencies which fail to have an acceptable,
fully operational performance appraisal system (option 11), but would
be responsible for establishing by rule such basic distribution features
as the sizes of bonuses and what percentage of covered employees are
eligible as in option 9 of the point matrix as in suboption lOB.

While Commission recommendations for any of these options or suboptions
could be implemented through Department of Administration rules, this
option would leave determination of the basic distribution system to

the Department and executive branch to be established after further re-

search.

Advantages :

This option would permit sufficient flexibility to correct any technical
problems encountered with any of the distribution systems and would
permit further research into the most effective and workable system.

Disadvantages :

The legislative branch might feel that this option leaves too much
discretion to the executive branch.

Implications for Organized Employees :

If coverage Option 5 is selected, this distribution option would
permit negotiation of all features of the program except total

dollars available to a unit. Also see Option 11.

Sub-Option lOB : Point Matrix Distribution

A point matrix plan assigns points to employees based upon their level of

performance and grade level. These points are assigned a certain dollar
value based upon pay for performance funds available.
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If the work unit's share of the performance bonus budget is $1,000, each
point would have a dollar value of $245.29 ($1,000 , 4.08 = $245.29)
Employee I would receive a cash bonus of $269.82, Employee IV, $404,73.

$1,000 T 4.08 pts = $245.29 1 pt. X 1.10 pts = $269.82 for Employee I

X 1.65 pts = $406.73 for Employee II

Like fixed bonuses, bonuses distributed according to the point matrix system
could be distributed annually or the bonus funds could be split in half and

distributed semiannually.

Advantages :

A point matrix procedure is very accurate at distributing the pay for per-

formance funds without overruns yet is the most flexible procedure for dealing
with changing budget amounts. The procedure automatically adjusts the size
of bonuses to correspond with the funds available. With a ooint matrix pro-

cedure, pay for performance funds could be distributed to work units or divi-

sions based upon their personal services budget or percentage of state employ-
ees or it could be distributed based upon the work units performance before
being distributed as individual bonuses to employees.

The pointTmatrix procedure does not require a supervisor to force the ratings

of his employees into a specific distribution. The procedure will accommo-

date any distribution of performance ratings and will distribute the funds

over the assigned ratings.

Disadvantage :

This procedure is a little more complicated to administer. It allows super-

visors to avoid distinguishing between employees by rating all "above standard"

or "outstanding" and still be able to distribute the bonuses. All employees rated

the same would receive the same size bonus. (In some organizations, this may

more accurately reflect actual performance than a set percentage as in option 9).

Implications for Organized Employees :

The flexibility in the point matrix system allows more features to be bar-

gained if coverage Option 5 is selected. Under that option, the dollars

available per size of unit could be fixed (exempted from collective bargain-

ing) but all other features negotiated including the point matrix for unit

employees and the performance appraisal system. As noted for Option 10,

distribution to individuals based on bargained factors other than perform-

ance would defeat the purpose of the program.
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V. Who gets the bonus - Appraisal of Performance

The most critical element of any pay for performance plan is determin-

ing who gets the bonuses. This decision is dependent upon a performance

appraisal system. Care must be taken that these decisions are made

fairly and consistently and that the pressures of the pay for perform-

ance plan do not destroy the agency's performance appraisal system as

a communications and development tool.

A mechanism for insuring agency compliance with the principles of em-

ployee evaluation is presented in Option 11.

Option 11 : Grant the Department of Administration the authority to

develop rules establishing performance appraisal standards

for the pay for performance plan, including the authority

to deny pay for performance funds if an agency has not had

a fully operational, job-related performance appraisal sys-

tem in place for a minimum of one year.

Implications for Organized Employees

Authority could be statutorily established to permit the Depart-

ment of Administration to deny pay for performance funds for organized

units if the negotiated performance appraisal and distribution system

fails to comply with basic principles of employee evaluation or fails

to compensate employees based on performance.

Alternatively, the Department of Administration could attempt to nego-

tiate appropriate features at the table. All organized units without

a negotiated performance based pay program could statutorily be denied

performance pay funds.
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